To:    Parties Interested In RFB2018-9
From: Misty Landers
Date: August 18, 2017
Re:    RFB2018-9   –   Emergency Medical Ambulance

The following question(s) has been submitted for RFB2018-9:

QUESTION:

1) Page 32 last paragraph is asking for a second Vista screen in the patient area. Just want to confirm this is correct and location on the street-side wall is correct?

RESPONSE:

On page 32 the secondary action area should read as follows:

SECONDARY ACTION AREA:

The secondary action area shall be located to the rear of the CPR seat with work area dimensions of 21.00" high x 16.00" wide x 17.00" deep. On the street side wall above the secondary action area shall have one (1) 125vac outlet, one 12VDC outlet, and one dual usb port installed above the countertop.

Then on page 35, Seating – Squad Bench Base should read with change underlined:

SEATING - SQUAD BENCH BASE W/ STORAGE CN8 COMPLIANT
VALOR A-VAL BACKWITH FORWARD CABINET

A squad bench seat with one (1) individual seating positions and ONE (1) VALOR A-VAL shelf mount back frames with internal bolsters will be installed on the curb side of the patient compartment. There shall be two ONE (1) seat belts shall consist of four (4) point / four (4) retractor single click internal mount belt system. A forward cabinet with two pull out drawers shall be installed. The dimensions of the drawers shall be 4.00" high X 10.00" wide X 12.50"deep. A sharps/waste drawer shall be installed below the two upper drawers. A second Vista Screen shall be installed on the curb side wall above the forward cabinet. All drawers shall
have locking stainless steel flush pull latches. The squad bench seats shall be KKK-A-1822F Change Notice 8 compliant and conform to all applicable FMVSS and SAE J3026 requirements. Documentation from a certified independent testing facility shall be required stating the seating configuration has passed SAE J3026 requirements and tested in accordance with SAE J2917, Occupant Restraint and Equipment Mounting Integrity – Frontal Impact System-Level Ambulance Patient Compartment and SAE J2956, Occupant Restraint and Equipment Mounting Integrity – Side Impact System-Level Ambulance Patient Compartment. The VALOR A-VAL shelf mount back frames and the bench shall be padded and covered with cushioned, color coordinated, cut and sewn vinyl. A storage area shall be provided in the squad bench base under the lift up cushion. The squad bench base shall be constructed of .090" thick aluminum for maximum storage capacity and minimum weight. The interior of the squad bench shall be sprayed with sound absorbing polyurethane material.